[Magnetic resonance imaging in the differential diagnosis of chronic endometritis: capacities and methodic features].
By examining 83 females aged 17-48 years by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), the authors conclude that the specificity and sensitivity of the technique without MR contrast agents in detecting chronic endometritis (CE) and chronic metroendometritis (CME) are 75.3 and 95.9%, respectively. On the MRI scans, hypertrophic and atrophic forms of CE have rather specific MR signs and appear as changes not only in the functional layer of the endometrium and transitional area, but also in the proper myometrium in CME. This all permits evaluating the degree of uterine wall involvement in the pathological process. Overall, the MRI criteria proposed by the authors can identify the signs of a chronic inflammatory process and its sequels and make a differential diagnosis this condition with female genital diseases to a high accuracy.